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To whom it may concern,  

My name is Guangyao Zhai, currently a master candidate in Zhejiang University. Having been engaged in several 

research projects on geometry learning, 3D scene perception and so forth, I prepare to continue my research towards 

3D scene understanding and multi/cross-modality feature fusion as a Ph.D. candidate. I have viewed the lab website 

and I feel my prospective research interest matches highly with yours, so I humbly think that I would be an ideal 

candidate for the Ph.D. position in the lab.  

I first studied SLAM for almost one year and was participated in a scene flow estimation work carried out by a Ph.D. 

student in the laboratory and helped him complete some experiments about PnP algorithm. Then I realized the power 

and great ability that learning-based algorithm can bring to the robotics perception field, so I started to survey related 

areas, especially for point cloud based front-end perception.  

Due to the importance of environmental semantic understanding for wild robots, I have studied point cloud semantic 

segmentation based on LiDAR, making it more accurate and precise than previous state-of-the-art methods. 

Meanwhile, I have tried to use learning methods to estimate ego-motion in an end-to-end manner, avoiding the 

problem of adjusting parameters, which is one of drawbacks in traditional SLAM methods. This work has achieved 

competitive performance but still requires further research and improvement. I was also a team leader of a project 

about legged robot perception which can achieve Single-Object Tracking (SOT) and I was responsible for achieving 

real-time tracking and region detection, which both are based on 3D point cloud perception, in this project. During the 

internship in Noah’s Ark Lab, Huawei Corporation, I was studying Multi-Object tracking (MOT) based on LiDAR. I 

use the scene flow estimation to replace the data association module in traditional methods and this work can proceed 

in the scenarios where the state-of-the-art method fails. 

Studying as a Ph.D. student in your lab would be a life-changing opportunity for me to achieve my career goal. The 

research in your lab, which focuses on 3D scene understanding and exploring how to model relationships among 

objects, opens an avenue to create novel and potentially functional solutions to robot practical usage with promising 

applications in robotic indoor missions, autonomous driving and so forth. I have found that most related research 

processes single perception task by a single-modality sensor. However, given the multi-task nature of complete scene 

understanding, a suitable but less investigated paradigm is to jointly train models on a number of end-tasks. Feature 

fusion of 2D/3D data can also be further explored and will improve accuracy if studied properly. I hold a thought if 

we could explore a series of methods to achieve multiple tasks using multi-modality sensor fusion to improve 

perception results. I want to achieve this thought or promote this research within my doctoral study, and I am 

confident that my interdisciplinary exposure and solid training would benefit your current and future research.  

Should there be any further information needed, please do not hesitate to contact me and I would be more than 

thrilled to hear from you. Your time and deliberation are immensely appreciated.  

Yours sincerely, Guangyao Zhai  


